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The Golden Ratio: The Story of Phi, the World's Most Astonishing NumberBroadway, 2002
Throughout history, thinkers from mathematicians to theologians have pondered the mysterious relationship between numbers and the nature of reality. In this fascinating book, Mario Livio tells the tale of a number at the heart of that mystery: phi, or 1.6180339887...This curious mathematical relationship, widely known as "The Golden...
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Android Best PracticesApress, 2013

	Android Best Practices by Godfrey Nolan shows you how to make your Android apps stand out from the crowd with great reviews. Why settle for just making any Android app? Build a brilliant Android app instead that lets your users praise it for ease of use, better performance, and more.

	

	Using a series of example apps...
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Howzzat?Readomania, 2019

	Sherlock Holmes with his fancy hat, magnifying glass and pipe

	always fascinated me. I was glued to every clue Perry Mason

	worked on. I would read with anticipation as Ganesh (Vasanth)

	reconstructed a crime with a seemingly simple object. The way

	these celebrated detectives worked was really captivating—

	piecing clues...
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The Fundamental Constants: A Mystery of PhysicsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2009
The speed of light, the fine structure constant, and Newton's constant of gravity -- these are just three among the many physical constants that define our picture of the world. Where do they come from? Are they constant in time and across space? In this book, physicist and author Harald Fritzsch invites the reader to explore the mystery of the...
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Marketing Kit for DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	The forms, letters, and other tools included in Marketing Kit For Dummies, 3rd Edition enable readers to start a successful marketing program from the beginning. The expert tips and information presented in the book take some of the mystery out of marketing and explain, step-by-step, how to implement and execute a successful marketing...
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Gamma: Exploring Euler's ConstantPrinceton Press, 2003
Among the myriad of constants that appear in mathematics, p, e, and i are the most familiar. Following closely behind is g, or gamma, a constant that arises in many mathematical areas yet maintains a profound sense of mystery.
In a tantalizing blend of history and mathematics, Julian Havil takes the reader on a journey through...
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A Dictionary of Japanese Food: Ingredients and CultureTuttle Publishing, 2015

	Nominated for the Glenfiddich Food Book of the Year Award, this timeless volume is the first and only book of its kind on the subject.

	

	A Dictionary of Japanese Food helps food lovers around the world decipher the intricacies and nuances of Japanese cooking and its ingredients. Definitions in ordinary cookbooks...
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Tools for Team Leadership : Delivering the X-Factor in Team eXcellenceDavies-Black Publishing, 2004
Packed with more than eighty new and field-tested tools, this training guide explores the essence of leadership in a team environment, provides methods and strategies to help anyone become an effective team leader.

This self-study training guide puts the power of participative leadership into the hands of every manager, trainer,...
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CSS Detective Guide: Tricks for solving tough CSS mysteries, TheNew Riders Publishing, 2010

	One of the toughest challenges novice CSS developers face is when seemingly perfect code doesn’t translate into a perfectly rendered browser page—and with all the different browsers available today, this happens all too often. The CSS Detective Guide aims to help, by teaching real world troubleshooting skills. You’ll...
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Expert Network Time Protocol: An Experience in Time with NTPApress, 2005
Have you ever tried to figure out why your computer clock is off, or why your emails somehow have the wrong timestamp? Most likely, it’s due to an incorrect network time synchronization, which can be reset using the Network Time Protocol. Until now, most network administrators have been too paranoid to work with this, afraid that they...
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Speedlights & Speedlites: Creative Flash Photography at the Speed of LightFocal Press, 2009
Canon Speedlites and Nikon Speedlights are small, off-camera flashguns that can provide big results - if you know how to use them properly. Acclaimed Boston photographers Lou Jones, Bob Keenan and Steve Ostrowski guide you through the technical and creative aspects of how to get the most out of these powerful tools in this indispensable guide,...
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Caves and Karst of the Upper Midwest, USA: Minnesota, Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin (Cave and Karst Systems of the World)Springer, 2020

	
		This book discusses the karst and pseudokarst of the Upper Midwest, USA, consisting of the states of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, and Illinois?the first regional synthesis in 40 years. Starting with an overview of the regional geology of what is largely glaciated fluviokarst and paleokarst developed on Paleozoic carbonates, but...
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